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EDITORIAL

Drawing the

Line
Like a silver beacon, the international border marker above the
Hozameen ranger station shines in
my mind. I saw this pointed silver obelisk, stamped "U.S." on one side, "Canada" on the other, near the north end
of Ross Lake last June.
My friend and I hiked up the short,
steep trail and read the brief history
stamped on the obelisk's side: After
the Treaty of Washington established
the international boundary in 1846, it
took until 1907 to actually survey and
mark the line. Looking up at the forested hills from the lakeshore later
that day, we traced the line that marks
the border-a wide swath that workers have to hack at with chainsaws to
keep the woods from growing over
the boundary and smearing its straight
brown scar from the hills like a charcoal line.
Like all the boundary lines that web my maps of the upper
Skagit River basin, the international border is an artifact, a
human-made division that has nothing to do with the
realities of this rugged landscape. National and provincial
parks and forests, wilderness and recreation areas-their
borders wander like deer trails, reflecting not the shape of
ecosystems or of natural geologic formations, but of
human politics. Such were my thoughts as I watched
insects buzz over the silver marker that hot June day, nonchalantly ignoring the boundary line as all wild creatures
and rushing waters do. And this idea has stayed with me.

If managing agencies would ignore their maps and work
together to protect the upper Skagit watershed as a whole,
our need for line-drawing wouldn't matter much. But this
does not always happen. Instead, we face a bewildering
array of regulations when we visit the upper Skagit, from
restrictive rules in the national and provincial parks, to laws
that allow hunting and even mining in some areas. Yet if an
activity harms the land and living things inside a park where
it is prohibited, it is just as damaging outside park boundaries.
I hope this issue of the Planet will help heal our fragmented way of thinking about wilderness. We have learned
much about this rugged place, about ourselves and each
other in preparing the Planet, and we want to continue in
learning and sharing our discoveries. The upper Skagit is
part of a larger North Cascades region, part of the earth we
all must learn to care for. Any change in management
policies must start with those whose feet touch the cool
rock, whose hands brush the green trees - with us.
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ROSS
Walking across the
top of Ross Dam, I
have to hold my bandana on my head because the sweeping
wind wants to lift it
and send it sailing
down 540 feet below.
Leaning over the edge,
the height of the dam
becomes very apparent. Like a giant waffle
wedged between two
mountainsides, the
convex wall prevents
millions of gallons of
water from rushing
wildly through the
channel. The Skagit
River that once raged
through the moun tains is now a serene
reservoir.

STORY BY JIM SPAICH

Ross Dam photo by Michael J. Lehnert
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DAM

And the
river that
sti I runs
through it

This docile body of water stretches for miles
and has shorelines in the U.S. and, for three or
four months of the year, in Canada. Standing on
top of the dam looking out over the reservoir, it's
easy to understand the sense of accomplishment felt by those who engineered and built Ross
Dam. Before the network of Newhalem, Gorge,
Diablo, and Ross Dams existed, flooding in the
valleys was common.
Some of these floods caused major damage. A
1967 Army Corps of Engineers study of the
Skagit River basin cites 14 major floods between
1896 and 1959, causing combined estimated
damages of more than 122 million dollars. It's no
surprise that public sentiment was very positive
for construction of the dams.
J.D. Ross, for whom Ross Dam was named,
supervised most of the project. Working for Seattle
City Light. a public utility, he overcame numerous problems and setbacks which threatened
this venture into hydroelectric power. An ambitious man, Ross had dreams not only of supplying Seattle with electricity generated from powerplants at the dams, but of making the area into
a world-renowned park. A zoo was built at Diablo, and an extensive garden was envisioned
near the Gorge Dam. Ross' enthusiasm was his
best asset as he brought wealthy people to tour
the project and convinced them to invest. The
resort-like park he dreamed of never materialized; the zoo is gone and the gardens at the Gorge
Dam are mere remnants of what might have
been. Fortunately, the area wasn't over-developed and transformed into some Disneylandtype park. It was, however, established as a national recreation area in 1968. The area is accessible to the public and provides some of the most
scenic vistas available anywhere.
Standing on top of Ross Dam gazing out over
the reservoir, trees and mountains, the serenity
can lull a person into accepting the whole project. My first reaction was a positive nod for the
splendid use of a natural resource. No carbon
dioxide to pollute the air and no nuclear waste to
be stored, just clean and simple electricity like
that generated from wind and solar sources.
That was my first reaction.
Standing on that dam, it became obvious that
a sacrifice had been made in tapping this energy
source. No longer does a forceful river careen
through the channel it carved over thousands of
years. And the land now flooded was once a

Much of the original Skagit River canyon lies today under Ross Lake .
Photo from D. Kinsey Collection, Whatcom Museum of History and Art, Bellingham, WA.

habitat for animals like the deer I saw on the trail as I hiked down
to the dam from Highway 20. Where old-growth trees once
provided shelter for birds and other small animals, there is now
a massive body of water. Perhaps the most absurd aspect of this
whole matter is that dam construction and flooding were done to
satisfy electricity demand for a city 90 miles away. Exploitation of
this resource resulted in a loss of wilderness, a loss that would be
difficult, if not impossible, to recapture. Apparently for those
involved in building Ross Dam and the smaller dams, the gains to
be made if the projects were successful warranted the extreme
transformation. Unfortunately, the loss of wilderness was a small
price to pay for electricity, a price it seems no one considered.
Where were the environmentalists during this period of construction?Whywasn't there a movement to protect the area from
development? Quite simply, environmental organizations, if they
existed at all, were not the powerful groups they are today. Also,
the region was not yet a national recreation area and access was

Standing on top of the dam looking out over the reservoir, it's easy to
understand the sense of accomplishment felt by those who engineered
and built Ross Dam.
3

limited, Highway 20 being opened to the public in the
summer of 1972. A majority of the public was unaware of
the Skagit's wild beauty. In fact, there was a great deal of
popular support for the hydroelectric project, especially
among those who lived and fanned in the fertile valley on
the lower part of the river. Building the dams provided a
means of preventing the floods that menaced the inhabitants of the valley. If there was any resistance to
damming the Skagit River, it came about from the cost of
construction. The concern was not for the irretrievable
loss of prime wilderness, but rather that public money
was being spent on a project that at times seemed more
a dream than an affordable reality.
Times are changing as environmental awareness <levelops into social consciousness. Obviously, the dams and
their powerplants are here to stay. 1 he task now is to keep
them compatible with the environment without causing
further loss and/or damage. One organization actively
involved is the North Cascades Conservation Council
(N3C), an organization that has had a long-standing

In these days of environmental awareness, Seattle City
Light has had to learn tocommunicatewithenvironmentalists, a stance it did not always take in the past. The Environmental Affairs Division will have plenty of coordinating
to do in the next several months, as the utility applies for
a license to continue operating its Gorge, Diablo and Ross
Dams. The original license for the dams, granted in 1927,
expired in 1977. Toby Thaler, associate environmental
analyst, says controversy over raising Ross Dam stalled the
license renewal process after the old license expired. The
projects have been on annual licenses since then. But last
fall, theFederalEnergyRegulatmyCommission (FERC) requested Seattle City Light get the process moving again,
and that the utility provide updated environmental information. Several contractors, hired by the city council, are
now studying the area, Thaler notes.
The 1986 Electric Consumer's Protection Act requires
FERC to consider more than money when it studies utilities' proposals for hydroelectric projects. Equal consideralion must be given to energy conservation, fish and wildlife

If there was any resistance to damming the Skagit River, it came
about from the cost of construction.
interest in the Cascades (see article by Sara Olason). N3C
has been involved in controversies such as raising Ross
Dam. The dam was designed to allow for an addition, an
option held by Seattle City Light to increase its height by
120 feet. 1he six-foot square depressions I saw in the
sides of the dam, which give it a waffle appearance, would
have made the increase in height and thickness possible.
When Seattle City Light proposed to take advantage of
the option, resistance was intense because it would have
flooded Big Beaver Creek, aregionofbeautifulold-growth
forests. Also, more than 5,000 acres of prime wildlife
habitat would have been flooded in British Columbia.
1his flooding made the issue an international concern.
After 1 ngthy negotiations, a resolution was reached in
1984 and was formally ratified as a treaty between
Canada and the U.S. Seattle City Light would not raise
Ross Dam for 80 years in exchange for the purchase of
power from Canada at rates which are the equivalent of
those that would have resulted from raising the dam. So,
at least for the next 80 years the old-growth forests in Big
Beaver Valley will get older.
In addition to organizations like 3C that keep a
watchful eye on the region, Seattle City Light has an Environm ntalAffair Divi ion whose purpose, according to
nvironm n tal analyst Charlie Raines, is lo advise City
Light d clsion-mak rs on how "to make the hydro lectric
proj las environmentally ound as pos. ible." 1heir job
i not a y considering the changes made in creating the
dam: diverting the river, flooding thousand of acres. and
manipulating water flow. I wondered if being a divi ion of
the utility that caused such drastic changes would make
dealing with environmental issues difficult; wouldn't
cone rns of the utility be placed before those of the environm nt? Rain s dismi s s this notion, speaking posiUv ly of the division as "an advocate for the environment
within the framework of the utility." Over the pa t 15
year . th division has advised the utility on many issues,
from complying with hazardous material law , to regulating water releases for protection of down tream fisher1 .
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and their habitats, and recreation, as well as to the power
such projects supply. Technically, the Electric Consumer's
Protection Act (EC11 does not apply to this process because
Seattle City Light's dams were built before the act took
effect. But "the spirit, if not the letter, of ECT will be
applied," Thaler says, because court cases resolved before
ECTwere already upholding the idea that noneconomic values be given equal consideration by FERC.
Several agencies and organizations are acting as "interveners," or watchdogs to ensure ECTs requirements are
met. The state departments of Wildlife, Fisheries and Ecology, the National Marine Fisheries Service, the National
Park Service and U.S. Forest Service, the North Cascades
Conservation Council, and the Skagit Cooperative (representing Skagit Indian tribes' fishing interests) are all involved. The results of Seattle City Light's negotiations with
these groups will, at least to some extent, be contained in
the application the utility will submit to FERC in spring of
1990. "Historically, FERC goes along with [the license
proposal] if the interveners agree," Thaler says, noting that
the utility hopes to receive its license by spring of 1991. The
complexity and expense of the whole procedure will probably prompt Seattle City Light to seek the maximum license
length of 50 years, he adds.
1 he probability of the Skagit hydroelectric projects being
relicensed for another 50 years seems quite high; after all,
they've been licensed in one form or another for the
previous 62 years. Since the dams aren't going anywhere,
someone must operate them. And since that mammoth
concrete wall called Ross Dam is going to continue trapping
water, we might as well enjoy a quiet canoe trip across Ross
Lake, delighting in all that is still natural. But all the while
we must not forget the calm waters on which we float once
flowed wild. We must proceed with caution to prevent further radical changes to the environment in this divine
region.

Jim Speich Is a graduate student In the English department at
Western.

Ross Dam was constructed in stages. beginning in 1937. The first step. 300 feet high, was completed In 1940. Construction of the second
step.shown above, was delayed by World War II.but its completion raised Ross Dam to495 feet high in 1946. The third step raised the
dam to its present height. 540 feet from top to bottom.
Photograph courtesy of Seattle City Light.

The High Ross controversy is analyzed in a report by two Western
Washington University professors, published in Canadian Public Polley in
1986. Polttical scientist Donald K. Alper, and Robert L. Monahan of the
university's Geography and Canadian Studies programs, collaborated on the
artide tttled ·Regional Transboundary Negotiations Leading To The Skagtt
River Treaty: Analysis And Future Application: Though the treaty was
reached under unique circumstances, the professors hope the negotiations
can serve as a model for other regional conflicts between the two countries.
According to the report, the controversy began when Seattle City Light
decided to increase energy output by raising the dam 120 feet. Authorization
for this increase came from the International Joint Commission (IJC), created
by the Canada-U.S. Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909. In 1942, the I.JC
recommended the dam be raised in stages in accordance with future power
needs. Ross Dam's present level was reached in 1953. In 1967 an agreement
was reached between Seattle and Brttish Columbia to raise the dam to tts
highest level. This increase would have resulted in additional flooding of the
Skagtt Valley in the Canadian province. Under the agreement Seattle would
pay British Columbia to compensate for the loss of land. However, afew years

later, British Columbia formally repudiated the 1967 agreement. Environmental
concern was at a peak during the early 1970's and opposition to raising the dam
was the central focus for many of the region's environmenta6sts.
Several years of negotiations followed. Seattle stated ownership of the dam
and the legal right to raise tt were dictated by the 1942 IJC order; Brttish Columbia
argued for preservation of a priceless valley. The turning point came in 19TT,
when Brttish Columbia proposed selling power to Seattle from the Seven Mile
Dam project in eastern British Columbia. Interestingly enough, this proposal also
required flooding additional land, only this time the flooding would occur on the
U.S. side of the border.
After British Columbia's proposal, discussions focused on the amount of
energy to be provided and on determining a fair market price. Now negotiations
had to be made on three separate fronts. The main contract, covering the sale
of power, was to be negotiated between Brttish Columbia and Seattle. Second,
a U.S.-Canada treaty dealing with important polttical and legal implications
became necessary. Third, British Columbia had to make an agreement with the
federal government of Canada to ensure financial responsibiltty. Talks were
successful on all three fronts, culminating in an international treaty in 1984.
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WALKIN .:C
SOFTL
WHERE
. ILD
T 8S
E
can a peach pit damage the
orest? This the11glit never crossed
my mind until I went camping near
Ross Lak~ the North Cascades. .
It wa~ . first real backcottntry
campil)I trip, where I didn't drive a
o,fr to the campsite. A group of
fsends and I hiked from Highway
20 down to Ross Dam, and caught
a water taxi to Big Beaver Creek
several miles north of the dam. As
we pulled into the dock and walked
mto the mosquito-infested woods, I
ate my single piece of juicy fruit, a
peacb. When I finished, I considerea tossing the pit into the trees.
It's biodegt:adable, right? Instead I
turned and asked our guide for the
weekend, National Park Service
ranger Wendy Borgesen,
if it ~ all ri#-t.
STORY BY CHARLOTTE Af!IOERSON
ILLUSTRATION BY TOMV TENORIO

~wen. it is organic. but you should
keep it in your pack- it isn't natural
to the environment." Wendy advised.
So I discovered camping today isn't
just the simple process of pttching a
· tent and burning leftovers in the
campfire. Campers and hqte15 need to
be more environmentally conscious.
It's important to recall this quote from
the Wilderness Act of 196~:."A wilderness. in contrast with tb0$e areas
where man and his own works dominate the landscape, is hearby recognized as an area where the earth and
its community oflife are untrammeled
by man. where man htmself is a v,fstor
t
who does not remain."
Here is a brief list of camp~ tips I
learned for visiting and camptqg vi the
North Cascades. (Visitor ceriteiS in
Marblemount and Sedro Woolley provide additional lnfonnation.)

Camping pent,,lti: Permits are required for ealn,p~ in the backcountry in North 9ascades National Park;
no pennit ~ ~uired in U.S. Natio~
Forests. A ree;~ usually chars;e'd 1n
developed car camps.
Drinking Water: Unless you can get
tt from a tap boil water 5 to 10
minutes before drinking. Wendy advised that giardia. an intestinal parasite, can be present in the cleane$tlooking lake or stream. Also avoid
washing dislies in streams or lakes,
both to avoid giardia and to prevent
polluting lakes with food wastes.
---We should strive for minimum
im~t~tne wilderness," Wendy said.
'i1le tlttngrm most concerned with is
the human wasteproblem."Toe Ross
Lake area is particularly wlnerable
due to the number of people who use
the area. Campers should use
backcountry toilets in the Ross Lake
area and at high camps where they
are provided. Bury fecal waste at least
200 feet from water sources, and burn
toilet paper or pack it out (along with
Tampax) in ziplock plastic bags.

Camping today isn't just the simple
process of pitching a tent and burning
leftovers in the campfire.
Fishing permits: Ross Lake is a very popular fishing spot,
but Washington state fishing licenses are required. Check
the Washington Department ofWildlife's pamphlet on specific regulations for the U.S. areas. (The pamphlet is a little
too long to outline, but it does mention permits are required
to catch bullfrogs.)
Fire safety: Wendy said in this day and age it's best to bring
a stove and pack out the trash. CSP,ecially in subalpine areas.
Ifs nice to have a campfire, but most of the dead wood in the
area should be left as part of the natural r~clJng proce$$~
We did enjoy a campfire, but we were careful to keep it in Uie
fire pit and to completely douse tt when we left.
.
Theft: Even in nature you can be robbed by people or beatW
The federal government doesn·t take responsibility for tie
uncouth actions of a thief, so be cautious. When we leftro:.
Big Beaver campsite to hike, we ttled to make it ap~'~
would only be gone for a short tiille. Bears are attracted l>y
Just about any scent, so we hung all our trash, food andtce
chests from a branch above their reach.
Hunting: Hunting is permitted in the Ross Lake National
RecreationArea, and in national forests. according to season
-- but not in the national park. Check with the rangers first
and read the hunting regulations issued by the Washitl.gton
State Game Department.
'
Pets: The National Park Seivice recommends that pets be left
at home They can disturb nesting areas or fight with wild
animals. :Pets· waste pollutes the natural environment and
its waters. Pets are allowed in recreation areas on leash. but
not in backcounty areas.
Bugs: During summer months remember to bring insect
repellent. Our group encountered mammoth-sized mosquitos.
Litter: Wendy said a ranger once had to pack out 25 pounds
of garbage that a grpup had left behind at a high lake. The
garbage included plastic tarps. nails
and styrofoam
cups. The group should have pact
~
it didn't remain in the environment and animals
atl'e
"I think it's important that people become aware of how
they impact the environment," Wendy said. The Ross Lake
area still has dramatically beautiful waters and the limited
access makes camping here more enjoyable than in some
more developed areas. But people do affect Ross Lake.
Today amidst shrlnking forests and growing urbanization.
people need to tread cautiously in nature. Let's make sure we
never have to camp among burnt stumps or to fish in murky
lakes. 0
Charlotte Anderson Is a Western journalism student who enjoys walking

Ancient cedar trees still flank Big Beaver Creek, a
lovely backcountry camping and hiking area.
Photo by Charlotte Anderson.

Like the National Park Service south of the border, B.C. Parks asks
campers and hikers to follow simple guidelines to protect the natural environment. The Manning Provincial Park visitor center is a
good source of information about camping in British Columbia.
Regulations are similar in both countries, but if you want to fish in
Canada, note that you will need a British Columbia angler's
license, available at sporting goods stores in the province.

ln'the woods.
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STORY BY LISA FRIEND
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JENNIFER HAHN

They were delicate as ghost flowers
and as pale, pushing through the
forest floor among last year's
withered stalks. Pearly hollow stems,
flakes of leaves and translucent, fluted
petals swirled into the nodding plants
called "Indian-pipe." These were just
beginning to push mushroom-like from
the earth when I saw them blooming in
mid-summer, harbingers of fall in a
landscape thick with flowers.
I was hiking near Big Beaver Creek
in the upper Skagit Valley, and I
bubbled with excitement to see
Indian-pipe growing just off the
trail. Here, among the all-too-real
sweat and
mosquito bites of
July in the Northwest, were delicate
and uncommon
flowers I'd seen
before only on
pages of books.

SKAGIT
BOUQUETS:
Flowers

that

flourish in
the wild
8
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I explored the western Cascades several times this
summer, and saw first-hand the commonness of
plants, which we all hold as our legacy. As I hiked or
drove or rested, I looked for flowers I recognized and
which any of us could find, throughout the Cascades.
Even from the car I had begun to list them: yellow
spears of mullien, pink spikes of fireweed, fuzzy tufts
of thistles, and white-flowered thimbleberry long
since gone to seed (but recognizable from the highway
by its wide, maple-shaped leaves). Like growing things
themselves, my lists of North Cascades wildflowers
branched on, sometimes coming to a breathless halt
with a blossom I'd never seen before.

But it was on two hikes I took this year in North
a bank-full of ripe bunchberries, each plant offerCascades National Park that I discovered the broad- ing pearls of gleaming red fruit in the center of four
est range of plant life that flourishes in the Cas- green leaves. In spring, I lmew, the clustered leaves
cades. One hike followed a boat ride up Ross Lake had held a cream-colored blossom much like the
to the Big Beaver Trail in July. The second was in plant cousin that gives the bunchberry another
September, when I hiked to the high slope of Easy common name, "ground dogwood." Minutes before,
I'd seen a single bunchbeny still flowering in the
Pass, south of the Ross Lake trailhead.
Myheadwasslightlybowedaslhiked, to avoid
~ deeper shade, a late follower of these plants
the tent perched atop my pack, giving me
whose fruit now ripened in the sun. Bunchberample opportunity to watch the trail-side
/!"
ries brightened the path to Easy Pass as well,
-. I • •'>,
plants. I noticed green kinnikinnick with
.,· • : ; ~ i
before it struggled into higher sub-alpine
its red "bear berries" growing as low as
/' l .t \~-:. ,,
meadows.
grass on the shaded, rocky hillsides
• f: · · . . \ \
The lower Easy Pass Trail wound
by the Big Beaver Trail. Here, too,
~} \ ( [· ....~ :111& ••"
through a fem-fringed woods.
maidenhair fem with its black
.... ·•..
' .
Shade-loving foamflower,
central rib sprayed off small ..·:·:... ..,.-.:. ··. ·..
' .... ~ . a ~ '- ,
waxy pipsissewa and winrises or spouted up under .,,..._-·. . . .
:·.:~~·-::...: ·
1~... ' . .
tergreen bloomed here as
1
ancient Douglas-fir and _.:;; .. :. .. :-: .
'...
._
.•:
••••••• ---~~-•.-..\
they did at Big Beaver.
1
cedars. A s~ide:1Y, late
·. . .
. . . . . . . : -~ \ >.,_} .. '(-_,~."':~:.".; Y.u" •••• :~~---~; So, too, grew Solo?11on's
blossomofwildgmgernested ...•., . . • . ... -;.•
• .· -:",
::
,. -~·.Ct:.·
..... ~:,,. .• -~• seal, thomydevil sclub
• • •
•
• • "'-' ,If; l,jtltl •
beneath long-stalked, heart~- :.:·.... ·· \ \=(1 ',.t' ·\·.; · .
• and starflowers, but
shaped leaves near Big Beaver
·°': ·• ~ : , ~ : : '
these were all long past blooming.
'\ :/ /:, ~. :. > ..
Ikeptaneyealertforfoot-high, dry
Creek. On drier ground, softtrail
plant's spade-shaped leaves showed my
~] / ... .,.,\ :
and dark brown stems with seed pods
careless passage. Trackers gave this plant
/
ranked around the stalk to show where
its name because the leaves flip over and show
coralroot orchids had blossomed earlier
theirsilverundersideswhenjostledbypassingfeet. in the year. These unusual looking plants are
Ashoulder-high traceryofredhucklebenybushes common in many parts of the Cascades, but I saw
followed Big Beaver Trail like shadows, often flash- them only along the Big Beaver Trail, where their
ing half a dozen watery-red berries near the tips of half-inch, rust-colored blooms had gone to seed.
their branches. On higher ground, such as Easy Thereandthen,rattlesnakeorchidflourished, whose
Pass, the bushes grow lower with broader leaves slender spikes of pale green blossoms gaped along
and plumper, blue huckleberries. At Big Beaver the trail, looking for all the world like greenish, open
Trail, I watched ground squirrels gingerly climb the mouths waiting to catch and eat small flies or bees.
waving huckleberry branches and cling to the stalks
Pinesap flourished
while grabbing at the fruit. Sometimes they jumped in both sets of woods. The North Cascades

t~f

,\Ur --;;.~~~.... '..

:.:~---~--~.::.?-~

._61#

:

:

,V

'\i

straight from the forest floor to snatch at berries

growing a foot above the ground.
I saw more evidence of squirrels as I passed
through stands of cedars, thick-barked Douglasfir, and sturdy mountain hemlock. Both Big Beaver
Trail and the lowland path that leads to Easy Pass
are home to these giant trees. Shards of Douglas-fir
cones lay beneath the trunks where hungry ground
squirrels had gone to eat seeds. Occasionally I came
upon the mammoth cones of white pine, eight
inches long, two inches across, and beaded with
pale sap. Whether these sturdy cones had been
robbed of their seeds by ground squirrels, I couldn't
tell. But here and there the legacy of the white pines
sprouted up as tiny trees, graced with blue-green
needlesandsilverbark-treesnevermeanttogrow
tall in the shadowy hemlock forest, but towering
into giants along the open shores of Ross Lake.
Rounding a comer from forest into sunshine
along the Big Beaver Trail, my eyes were startled by

Though it looks like a

tiny spike of orchids, are a wildflower
this plant is a relative paradise year-round.
ofourgardenheather.
Like Indian-pipe and the coralroot orchids, pinesap
is a saprophytic plant. It has no nourishing green
chlorophyll and lives instead the life of a vampire
plant, sucking nutrients from the roots of other
plants. Saprophytic plants are common in the
North Cascades, wheretreescangrowsothickthat
little sunlight reaches the forest floor.
Other plants compensate for the heavy shade in
different ways. In some areas, the green plants grow
low, with small flowers and dark leaves. Twinflower
is one example, and it thrives in the cool shade of
the forest. With tiny pink nodding bells (two halfinch bells to each four-inch stalk), twinflower
spreads carpets of fragile delight on the forest floor.
Above. bunchberry in bloom .
Next page. blackberry .
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neath waxy,
.:. .
leathery leaves
that lose little pre.
l./
cious water to the
wind and sun. Or, like
the glacier lilies that
bloom briefly in the spring,
alpine flowers sprout up bold and fragile: quick to
blossom, bright to attract bees, and speedy in
setting seed for the guarantee of more flowers the
next spring.
As winter comes on the high meadows, the
plants shut down. Sap drains into roots and green
pigment disappears from leaves, which then tum
red, gold, orange and red-purple. In the subalpine meadows of Easy Pass, wild roses spread
their gold leaflets almost above my head, while
red-purple huckleberry bushes clustered waisthigh. Fireweed, gone all to silver ash, fluttered in
a sharp autumn breeze above waving patches of
yellow grass. I stopped, dazzled again by the
beauty of the plants. A red river of huckleberry
leaves twined in a broad swathe around an avalanche of grey rock. The sky shone blue, and the
ice fields glowed white in the background.
The orth Cascades are a wildflower paradise
year-round. The pastel blooms of spring give way
to a riot of blossoms on sunny hillsides in midsummer. Foliage colors the autumn and, falling,
reveals the bright red berries ofkinnikinnick and
the soft white balls of snowberry that linger on
through winter.
Many of these common plants of the Cascades
landscape have been bred for garden species over
the years. Descendants of wild heather and columbine grace our homes and parks. But the
plants of the Northwest forests and hills are
meant to grow wild and, as such, can be damaged
by too much human contact. I'm cautious, therefore, to stay on marked trails when I hike. I know
even my soft tennis shoes can damage the branches
and fragile roots of our floral legacy. I take my
pleasure from these plants in their natural settings: counting, photographing, and lovingly remembering them. With a little such care from us
all, we will have plants to visit and treaure for
many seasons to come.0
~!"-~~

Lisa Friend Is a graduate student in professional writing at
Western. with an Interest In environmentalism .
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A field of flame-red blueberry bushes scattered among low-growing
heather in the fall is a beautiful subalpine sight in the North Cascadesone that can take centuries to become fully established and that can be
wiped out overnight by careless hikers, according to Bill Lester, Wilderness District Ranger for North Cascades National Park.
Some of the areas at Cascade Pass have never recovered from
careless use, Lester says. ·we have photographs of impacts that go
back over 50 years."Fortunately, the damage that has scarred areas of
the North Cascades is being prevented and very slowly erased, thanks
to two programs Lester oversees in Marblemount: minimum-impact
hiking, and subalpine revegetation.
Minimum-impact hiking is designed to protect plantlife. Heather, for
example, is among the most beautiful and most fragile of our mountain
plants. The passage of three or four people across it (or one person
going back and forth) can severely damage roots and branches that may
be 800 years old, according to studies done at Mt. Rainier. A night's
cam ping atop heather can kill it, and, to add injury to injury, heather emits
an oil when growing that prevents the growth of other plants, and can
leave a bare spot long after the heather has died.
Minimum-impact means learning to protect the heather and other
wildlife; to visit the park with care. Stay on established trails and camp
in designated sites, Lester emphasizes. And above all, build campfires
only in established sites. Unlike a natural fire, which will quickly sweep
through an area, campfires burn hot and long in a single spot, killing
microorganisms and sterilizing the soil for several inches below the
surface. "In some cases, we have to dig up the whole fire ring and get
new soil" to repair damage caused by
Lester says.
Some areas campers,
Which brings us to the second prong of
have never
plant protection in North Cascades National
Park - revegetation. Some 20 years ago,
recovered
volunteers Joe and Margaret Miller of Sefrom careless attle began replanting native shrubs in old
use.
fire rings and along bare trails in the North
Cascades. Today, popular Cascade Pass
shows less visitor impact on its plantlife than when the park was
established in 1968 - making North Cascades perhaps the only park
in the lower 48 states to exhibit such recovery.
The revegetation techniques begun by the Millers have been refined
in the park over the past decade. Construction of a greenhouse at
Marblemount in 1980 allows transplanting to be done in autumn, when
the plants' natural dormancy lessens the shock of moving, and when
adequate moisture is guaranteed. The survival rate for plants put out in
September is between 85 and 90 percent, Lester says. ·we would
probably lose more than half if we set them out in summer.•
Cultivating soil organisms, seeds and plant cuttings from the same
area where the plants will be replaced, Lester raised 10,000 shrubs and
grasses in the greenhouse this year. One was spirea, a member of the
rose family that grows well from cuttings and helps form a bushy boundary along heavily used trails. Lester also raises a large quantity of
sedges, a tough, grass-like plant that is coaxed into germination using
heating sources to warm the soil in spring.
The greenhouse has had less success with heather, which can be
rooted in about six months but rarely thrives. New techniques for heather
revegetation include sowing seed rather than cuttings, and experimenting with cultivated soil bacteria to assist plant growth.Lester is confident
his two-pronged system of wilderness management will help the Park
Service fulfill its mandate: to manage land, including vegetation, so it's
passed on to the next generation unimpaired.

CHASING
THE
GOLDEN
DREAM
We were searching for the
infamous Goat Trail, just
below the tunnel near the
Gorge Powerhouse. I had
heard that most of this
dangerous wooden bridge,
built along a steep mountain wall above the Skagit
River, remains intact, but
I wanted to see it firsthand. Peering over the
edge of the highway, I was
surprised to see how far
below the river lay, and
how steep and rocky the
slope was down to the
water.
Small avalanches of rocks,
from boulders to pebbles,
slipped beneath each step
I took, and prevented me
from reaching the bridge.
It was then I discovered
that reaching old mining

sites in the upper Skagit
Valley takes courage and
determination.

smRv BY STEPHANIE BIXBY
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My friend and I tried to find some of these sites
late last summer. On our way into the mountains,
we stopped at North Cascades ational Park headquarters in Sedro Woolley, and spoke to Jim Harris,
a park ranger and interpretive specialist for the
park's west side. Harris has visited many of the
sites, and said dilapidated shacks still stand at
some sites and rusty mining equipment is scattered
around some of the now-quiet camps. But he said
the steep, rocky walls along the Skagit River make
the going dilTicult, as the old miners knew only too
well. Though he discourages people from exploring
them because of the danger in reaching the sites,
Harris gave us directions to some old mining areas
and we headed out. Unlike the miners in the 1800s,
we did it the easy way, by car.
In reading Building the Skagit by Paul Pitzer,
and in talking to people familiar with the region's
history, I discovered the Goat Trail was part of the
history of hundreds of prospectors who came to the
northwest from various places, bringing with them
dreams and optimism. Few struck it rich, but some
of their past still remains. They left behind bridges
that spanned dangerous water crossings, and a
network of tunnels and trails, linking remote areas
throughout the mountains. Those who settled left
their descendants, who are fortunate to live in one
of the most beautiful parts of the country.
Prospectors began searching for gold along the
Skagit River in the 1850s, bu tit was not until 1877
that a significant number arrived. Many lost their
lives searching for elusive gold and silver in the
upper Skagit Valley. The unlucky ones drowned in
the cold, swift-moving Skagit River on the way, or
were consumed by avalanches, rock and mud slides,
diseases or the chilling cold. Miners made the trip
up the Skagit River from Mount Vernon by canoe as
far as possible, then set out on foot, carrying supplies and tools on their backs. They followed animal
and Indian trails, and sometimes blazed their own.
Some miners avoided the Skagit River canyons and
dangerous trails by traveling far overland to Hope in
Canada, then heading south about 50 miles on the
Skagit-Hope Trail. The trail was made by ative
Americans, and miners extended it to reach Ruby
Creek.
The discovery of placer deposits at Ruby Creek in
1877 by miners panning for gold set off the first gold
rush. Pla er deposits are valuable minerals scattered throughout mas es of sand or gravel from the
erosion of solid rock. Local tradition holds that this
creek was named when John Rowley. a member of
the first party of prospectors in 1872, found a
sizeable ruby while panning for gold.
The Skagit Mining Company, which began in
1880, wa the first big mining company in the area.
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But like the mining interests that followed, this
company found the dangerous terrain, poor transportation into the valley, unpredictable weather
and short working seasons made the small amounts
of gold and silver they found unprofitable. In the
early 1890s, smaller corporations mined along the
Skagit River but they, too, rarely profited. The
Ruby Creek Mining Company, for example, spent
over $300,000 on equipment and buildings, but
found only $3,000 worth of gold.
So the prospectors drifted from Ruby Creek to
Thunder Creek, to dig silver from lodes in hard
rock. In lode mining, veins of valuable minerals
filling seams or fissures in hard rock are extracted
by picks or machinery. As we walked up a mile of
dry creek bed in search of remnants of the Colonial
Creek mine near Th under Creek, loose rocks slipping beneath our feet, I remembered that no one
struck it rich here, either, and mining companies
continued to fail.
Over the next 30 years, mining in the North
Cascades remained an active industry, as large,
hopeful mining companies replaced individual
miners and prospectors. Wealthier companies
bought out bankrupt ones, then failed and were
bought out by others. Many people were out of
work during the Great Depression of the 1930s,
andwhennewscameofaminerwhofound$30,000
worth of gold at Ruby Creek, prospecting fever hit
again. These eager miners made a little money, but

whenWorldWarllbeganin 1941, the government ordered mines closed so workers could
contribute to the war effort. After the war, the
cost of gold and silver was low and most
mining was not resumed.
The establishment of North Cascades National Park and Ross Lake National Recreation Area in 1968 ended many mining hopes
in the region. Because of its harmful environmental effects, mining is generally prohibited
in national parks. One exception is in na tional emergencies; when national defense
needs require any rare minerals that are in
short supply, prospecting for those minerals
may be permitted within the national park,
subject to terms established by the Secretary
of the Interior. There are a still a few patented
claims in the park, Harris noted, but these are
not actively mined, and the Park Service
hopes to purchase them. Gold panning is also
prohibited. (The status of mining on U.S.
Forest Service lands, and in the Canadian
portion of the upper Skagit Valley are dillerent; see sidebar.)
With the endless failures and dangers of

Gold fever was an affliction
many could not shake.
mining in the upper Skagit Valley, one might
wonder why the miners persisted. Failed
promises of new roads linking the mines to
civilization kept many hopeful, and sporadic
news of large finds lured others back. Many
prospectors and mining companies held on to
the belief there were great riches in the mountains. Gold fever was an ailliction many could
not shake. In 1896, Lawrence Hodges, a local
writer, wrote of prospectors, "They work year
after year, shut themselves off from civilization and live on rough fare in isolated cabins
far off in the mountains. Like a child, they
reach out for the moon." 0
Senior journalism student stephanie Bixby hopes to become a newspaper reporter and to encourage environment al awareness through her writing.
Overl eaf: "Negotiating the (Goat) Trail was a daily task for
the people who lived along the Skagit." wrote Paul Pitzer.
Photo from D. Kinsey Collection, Whatcom County Museum of History and
Art, Bellingham, WA.
Facing page: Interior view of Mammoth Mine at Barron.
Pho.to from D. Kinsey Collection, Whatcom Museum of History and Art,
Bellingham , WA.

In British Columbia, the issue of mining in
the Skagit Valley is digging up a wealth of
controversy. At the center of the struggle are
draft management plans recently released
by the B.C. Ministry of Parks, which administers most of the land in the valley. The
agency says it will acquire the single mining
claim that still exists inside Manning Park, in
line with its mandate to preserve this area in
a natural state. But it makes no promises for
the adjacent Skagit Valley and Cascade
This 1986 boundary
Recreation Areas, which contain nearly 200
stake is evidence of
claims.
continued mining in
Instead, one option in the draft plans would
the Skagit Valley.
allow a period of further mineral exploration,
and even additional claim-staking, in some of the valley's most scenic areas,
with designation as provincial parks possible sometime in the future.
Why worry about mining? Canadians need only look south of the border to
see some of the reasons. Mineral leaching and soil sloughing are two unfortunate legacies left at abandoned mine sites scattered throughout North
Cascades National Park, says Jon Jarvis, chief of resource management for
the park complex. Abandoned mines also threaten human safety. Generators, pumps, sawmills, collapsed mine shafts and even crates of dynamite
have been found as the Park Service inventories these old sites.
While no new claims may be staked in the park or in Ross Lake National
Recreation Area, with its mandate of multiple-use for public lands the U.S.
Forest Service allows mining under strict regulations. National Forest mining
policy is based on an 1872 mining law, which opened all federally owned
public lands to claim-staking, unless, like the park complex, they are specifically withdrawn from mineral entry.
The Wilderness Act also prohibited new claims on Forest Service Wilderness Areas after December 31, 1983. While there are few existing claims in
the Pasayten Wilderness, non-wilderness Forest Service lands are still
threatened. Rod Lentz, mining geologist in the Okanogan-Colville National
Forest Zone, says Canyon and Slate Creeks, tributaries of Ross Lake, are
lined with placer mining claims outside the Pasayten Wilderness boundary.
Placer mining - gold panning, sluicing and dredging - can stir up creek
beds and shorelines, creating sediment that smothers trout eggs, kills insects
the fish eat, and clouds the water so aquatic plants can't grow.
Fortunately, the rugged terrain that discouraged early miners has also
stalled development of most remaining hard-rock claims in both countries. So
the Skagit has escaped the water contamination, acidic leachates and
unsightly open pits often associated with mining.
But the best protection is in actions such as this: A patented mining claim
of more than 100 acres on
Canyon Creek was recently
purchased from its owner
by the Nature ConserCopies of B.C. Parks' draft managevancy, through agrant from
ment plans for the Skagit Valley are
the Skagit Environmental
available from the B.C. Parks South Coast
Regional Office, 161 OMt. Seymour Road,
Endowment Commission.
North Vancouver, B.C., V?G 1L3, (604)
The B.C. government
929-1291 . The agency will evaluate writshould follow these agenten public comment on the plans, as well
cies' lead by acquiring all
as testimony from public hearings held
existing claims, and should
earlier this year, as it prepares final mangrant immediate provincial
agement plans during winter of 1989 and
park designation for the
1990. The final version is scheduled for
whole Skagit Valley. -S.O.
release next spring.
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S urrounding the watershed of the upper
reaches of the Skagit River, and giving birth to the
innumerable rivulets and tributaries that give
this range its name, lies a rugged
mountain fastness, a place where even
today much of the land lies untouched
and unknown. It is a vertical world of
ice and rock and snow. A landscape
where green is the dominant color and
wind and storm provide counterpoints
of gray and white.
Here, jagged spires and sheer cliffs
rise from deep glacial valleys choked
with a dense evergreenjungle. Snowy
glaciers cling to the precipitous flanks
of the peaks, giving birth to powerful rivers that
carve their way to the sea.
Beginning only 30 miles from the lowland forests and rocky shores
of Puget Sound, the
North Cascades rise
in twisted and convo1u ted majesty to
heights of 8,000 and
10,000

feet.

The

Fraser River separates
the Cascades from the
Coast Mountains of
British Columbia. To
the west lie the lowlands of Puget Sound,
while to the east the
Okanogan Highlands
and the Columbia
Rivermarkthe boundary of the range. To the south, Snoqualmie Pass
is the dividing point between the older granitic
and metamorphic rocks of the North Cascades
and the younger volcanic and sedimentary rocks
of the southern Cascades.
The geologic history of the North Cascades is an
immense jigsaw puzzle, one only slowly being
pieced together today. It is dillicult to study the
geologic history of the North Cascades because of

the rugged and remote terrain and the
vegetation that covers the rock as thickly as
green fur. The mountains we see today are
composed largely of volcanic rocks and sediments derived from erosion of the volcanos.
Intrusive granitic rocks and metamorphic
rocks also prevail. The crystalline rocks in the
core of the range, containing the oldest and
most severely metamorphosed rocks, comprise the backbone of the North Cascades.
These ancient schists, gneisses, and granites
are mostly older than 60 million years and can
be seen along the Skagit River from State
Highway 20 east of Marblemount.
The powers that raise mountains are folding, faulting, and volcanism. In opposition are
the erosional forces of water in rain, streams
and rivers, and glaciers, that literally
tear them down.
Glaciation is especially prominent in
the North Cascades. The craggy
summits of the high
peaks and the deep
CT-shaped valleys
are both due to
glacial erosion.
Why do mountains of only moderate height
carry so much ice and snow? The answer is
the essence of the North Cascades: water.
Running parallel to the coast and only 30
miles from Puget Sound, the North Cascades
intercept the storms that sweep in from the
Pacific Ocean. As the warm, moisture-laden
air is pushed up against the mountains it
rises, cools, and drops its moisture. The winter
season may deposit as much as 46 feet of
snow, which often falls in September and
lasts through early July. Snow accumulation,
combined with frequent storms in spring and
fall, as well as generally cool temperatures,
promote the formation and the The geologic history of the
maintenance of North Cascades is an
glaciers. Indeed, the North immense jigsaw puzzle.
Cascades contain most of the glaciers of the United States
outside of Alaska.
The east side of the range lies in a rain
shadow formed by the Cascade Crest. Annual
precipitation averages only 12 inches in the
Pasayten Wilderness, compared with 11 0
inches on the west side of the range. Obviously the west side is where the majority of
active glaciers remain.
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The Skagit River Valley between Newhalem
and Ross Dam is
aninterestingexceplion to the
general trend.
Downstream
from Newhalem,
glacial erosion is
present as the result of the large continental
ice sheet that moved up-valley from Puget
Sound. North of Ross Dam the Skagit Valley
was carved by another lobe of a glacier that
moved south from British Columbia. Between
these two points the Skagit River flows through
an unglaciated V-shaped valley caused by
stream erosion. Most streams in the orth
Cascades have glacial origins, arising as meltwater from the mighty rivers of ice.
A glance at the map shows names that
reflect the experience of the early explorers of
the North Cascades: Mount Fury, Mount
Challenger, Mount Despair, Forbidden Peak,
Mount Torment, Eldorado Peak, Mount Terror. Today much of the landscape remains
wild - preserved as a place to experience the
raw power of creation. It is a place to experience the land on its own terms.
North Cascades ational Park and Ross
Lake alional Recreation Area form the core
of a vast wilderness. Surrounding lands include Mount Baker-Snoqualmie and Okanogan National Forests, and the Glacier Peak,
Pasayten, Mount Baker, Chelan Sawtooth,
Boulder River, oisy-Diobsud, and
Henry M. Jackson Wilderness Areas.
North of the Canadian border the land
is designated as Manning Provincial
Park, the Skagit and Cascade Recreation Areas, and as Provincial Forests.
As one of the few untrammeled wilderness areas left in the world, the
North Cascades contain many habitats and natural communities that
have been preserved in as pristine a
state as possible. Many creatures can
exist only in a truly wild state. The
human presence drives away many
species, the grizzly and the wolf included, in search of undisturbed terrain.
For a climber perched on a narrow,
ice-covered ledge, high on the north
face of Mount Fury, the challenge of
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wilderness is real and immediate. It speaks to
the love of wild places, of freedom, of dealing
directly with nature on her own terms. For the
fisherman trying to drop a fly over a swirling
eddy in the headwaters of Granite Creek the
challenge is similar - although perhaps not
as fraught with consequences. But what of
the day hiker, the car camper, the picnicker,
the family out for an afternoon walk? How
does the wilderness world of the North Cascades speak to them?
It has been said
that wilderness is
a state of mind,
that participants
bring their own expectations to wild
lands, seeking to
be surprised and
awakened
to
something new.
All visitors to the
North Cascades
experience its wild
power in their own
ways. As the numbers of people
coming to the
North Cascades increase, they bring with
them a new challenge - how to maintain the
quality of the very wilderness they are seeking.
There are two paradoxes inherent in the
mandate given to parks and forests in managing the wild lands of the North Cascades. The
first of these is to provide simultaneously for
preservation and use - to protect the land for

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
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All visitors to the North Cascades experience
its wild power in their own ways.
future generations while allowing present
generations to experience its beauty and magic.
The second paradox is that management, by
its very nature, implies control, something
alien to the wilderness experience.
It has been only 25 years since a pair of experienced and adventurous mountaineers
made the first alpine traverse of the Picket
Range. This remote and isolated range now
hosts many climbing parties each summer.
The isolation and solitude of the wilderness
are diminishing. Are the wilderness values
that we seek in the mountain lands being
threatened by our
own presence and
numbers?
Those who use
and love the land
are grappling with
these difficult
questions. To preserve the fragile
alpine vegetation
many of the subalpine passes
have been closed
to
camping.
Campfires are
prohibited except
in designated areas. An active program of plant restoration is
beginning to repair damage to the high country. These are attempts to preserve the wilderness, to teach new wilderness ethics, and to
speak of the value of wild places for their own
sake as well as ours. It is a challenge we must
face today, so that our children will be able to
discover the magic, beauty, and power of this
green land. 0
Saul Weisberg is Executive Director of the North Cascades
Institute.

Color Plates:
• Purple penstemon. left. brightens many North Cascades rock gardens.
• Mt. Despair. top. rises from the Picket Range.
• Glacial crevasse shines on Mt. Fury.
• Fungi recycle nutrients in North Cascades ecosystems.
Monochrome Plates:
• Mighty rivers of ice still sculpt the Cascade range.
• Climber challenges Cascades Ice field. center.
• Wildflowers such as alpine saxifrage. bottom. adapt to
the harsh montaine climate.
• Snowstorms blanketed this Whatcom Pass landscape.

North Cascades Institute, a nonprofit environmental
field school, offers exciting explorations of discovery
throughout the northern Cascade Mountains. Serving
students since 1986 through a year-round series of field
seminars, art and photography workshops, teacher
trainings, Elderhostels and conferences, the Institute Is at
the forefront of Innovative environmental education In
the Pacific Northwest.
The Institute seeks to increase understanding and
appreciation of the natural, historical, and cultural
legacy of the North Cascades. The mission of NCI Is to
provide excellence in environmental and outdoor education. and to share knowledge about the character,
values, management, preservation, and use of this
beautiful place.
Programs take place throughout the North Cascades,
stretching from the Fraser River south to Snoqualmie
Pass, and from the waters of Puget Sound east to the
Okanogan Highlands. Bringing together Interested and
eager learners with gifted teachers In this context
makes for powerful learning experiences.
Field seminar topics range from archaeology to
wildflowers, and from birds and butterflies to nature
writing and Indian art. Participants come from all walks
of life and from all over the United States and British
Columbia, although most hall from western Washington.
Students have ranged In age from 3 to 93 - all share a
love of learning and the natural world.
With the assistance of the Skagit Environmental
Endowment Commission the Institute produced a series
of educational workshops for teachers this past summer
and is designing a mountain-based curriculum for
grades 5/6. This past year the Institute presented more
than 64 field seminars In natural history, human ecology,
and resource management In the mountain lands of
the North Cascades. NCI also presented .. Keeping the
Wild In Wilderness: Managing Wilderness in Northwest
National Parks," a week-long training workshop for the
National Park Service.
A new direction for the Institute begins this fall with
·Backyard to Backcountry," a Wildlands Education
Outreach Program going out to public schools In
Whatcom, Skagit, Island, Snohomish, and King Counties.
This project, funded by grants from The Henry M.
Jackson Foundation and others, will bring the wild lands
of the North Cascades Into classrooms throughout
northwest Washington.
For more Information, or to receive a catalog of
current seminars. contact:
North Cascades Institute
21 OS Highway 20
Sedro Woolley, WA 98284
(206)856-5700.
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HUNTING WITH A HAND LENS
Discovering the insects of the Skagit Valley
STORY BY THOMAS NOLAND
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JENNIFER HAHN

When I was growing up, the
only thing I found
interesting
about insects
was seeing how
many different
ways I could kill
these six-legged
denizens of my
back yard. Since
then, I have found there are
two types of entomologists: those
who study insects, and those who
never outgrow their childhood
desire to kill insects. In high school,
I chose to study insects and their
wonderful lives, little knowing this
hobby would turn into a career.
In my travels through the Skagit Valley in Canada
and in the United States, I explored two environments that support ·a wide range of insects: a
riverbed and surrounding wetlands, and a subalpine meadow. There are many other environments to explore in the Skagit Valley. but these two
provide a good starting point in the world of entomology.
The word insect has been terribly maligned. from
its meaning being used by a school bully to describe
his victim ("Give me your lunch money. you insect!"). to being applied to anything the size of an
ant that has legs and crawls, flies, or generally
"bugs" people. In truth, only animals that have
three body parts, a head, thorax and an abdomen,
can be considered insects. And not all insects are
bugs. Bugs are a very special group of insects that
feed on plants or other insects by means of a spe18 the Planet

cialized mouth
that acts as a
hypodermic
needle. These insects literally feed
on cold soup every day.
With this basic
background. you're ready to take a
field trip into the Skagit Valley. but
you need a few things before any expedition into the world of insects.
First, you need a passport. On this
expedition, your passport is a good
field guide on insects, such as Audubon's Gulde to
Insects and Spiders. A guide is not essential, but
without one the expedition would be like going to a
foreign film festival without subtitles: you see a lot
of wonderful things, but you can't really understand what's happening. Second and perhaps just
as important is a good hand lens. A good magnification power is 1Ox. This enables you to obsetve the
insects up close, and aids in identification. You may
also want to bring a butterfly net to capture insects
for closer study, especially flying ones. The net will
also be useful for sweeping through tall grass. You
will be amazed at the number of interesting insects
you can collect this way.
Your first stop could be Canada's Silvertip Campground, on the Silver-Skagit Road. The Skagit River
here is calm and cool, and the running waters
contain enough oxygen to support a wide variety of
aquatic insects. Log jams create quiet backwater
areas, where caddisfly larvae (the orderTrichoptera
in your field guide) live and grow. You will see these
aquatic, caterpillar-like larvae encased in grains of
sand or small twigs, fastened together by silk or
glued with a type of cement. The first time I held
one, I was surprised at its intricacy. These cases
provide protection and aid in breathing. You may
also see nets spun by free-living larvae that act like
underwater spiders, waiting in cracks or crevices
for other tiny animals to swim into their traps.
Above. caddisny larva inside case of wood debris.

While you're likely to find caddisfly larvae in the Skagit. you'll have to look hard
to find the moth-like adult caddisflies.
These adults are brown or tan. with four
membranous. hairy wings held roof-like
over their bodies. During their few days of
life they feed on liquid foods. and after mating in flight the male dies and the female
flies on to lay several hundred eggs. In a
couple of days. the eggs hatch and the
aquatic larvae are ready to overwinter in
pools. By the time the first frost hits. the
adults are gone.
Caddisflies serve a very important biological niche in the
Skagit River watershed. I've
seen trout. sahnon and
steelhead feeding on
the adults and larvae. and have used
them myself for bait.
You will also see
dragonflies (order
Odonata) hovering over
Silver Lake, about seven
miles from Hope down the
Silver-Skagit Road. These insects
are the tigers of the aiIWayjungles as
theywere 250 million years ago. when
they had a wingspan of over three feet
(an entomologist's nightmare!). Dragonflies are strictly carnivorous. both as
adults and larvae. and the aquatic larvae have a most interesting way of feeding. The larva waits for small fish. tadpoles.
or even other larvae to swim within reach,
and then. like an assassin, shoots out its
lower lip. called a labium. 1\vo hooks.
comparable to meat hooks, at the end of the
labium slash into the victim and bring it
back to the larva's hungry mouth.
Unlike caddisfly larvae. dragonfly larvae
don't have cases to protect them. so they escape using a jet propulsion system that has
caused many an animal. including myself,
to miss capturing these creatures as they
zip out of sight. And like lizards shedding
their tails, these larvae can shed legs. leaving the predator holding a leg instead of a
meal. The larvae are brown to black in color
and blend in very well with a mud bottom,
making them hard to see. After wintering in
the mud, the adults emerge in spring, although some of the larger species may take
three to four years to mature.
Adult dragonflies are brightly colored with

red, blue and metallic greens. blacks or
combinations of these colors. The adults'
habit of feeding on other flying insects
such as flies and mosquitoes gives
them their other name, mosquitohawks. Flying at speeds of up to 45
miles per hour. dragonflies catch their
prey and eat it on the wing. The
adults live three or four weeks. during which time they mate and lay
eggs. You might see two dragonflies flying in tandem. mating,
joined so they look like a
flying pretzel. The female
lays her eggs on the stem
of a water plant where they
hatch or overwinter.
Dragonflies fill an important niche by providing food for fish and
other animals and by
controlling insects
such as mosquitoes.
I approve of this
natural form of insect control over
the older technique of spraying oil on infested ponds.

Dragonfly hatching
from laNal case .
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The last insects I'll mention at these wet sites are the
waterstriders (order Hemiptera). Notice these insects
skating around on the surface of calm pools. Look at
their legs under your magnifying glass; you'll see tiny
hairs made of chiton, the same hard outer armor that
covers all insects. These hairs create surface tension
with the water, keeping the insect afloat and preventing
it from drowning. While skating on the water, waterstriders catch and eat insects such as mosquito larvae, and
the adults also mate on he water surface. The female
lays eggs on reeds or grasses, which hatch into larvae
that look like miniature adults. I've found it very interesting to dig into the mud of evaporated pools searching
for adults that burrowed into the bottom to hibernate.
Your next stop is a subalpine meadow, such as Chittenden Meadow, nestled next to the Canadian Skagit River.
Here you will encounter robber flies (order Diptera) hiding
on bushes near wooded areas. These long, hairy flies can
be seen hunting prey. Watch closely and you will see them
perching in sunny spots, scanning the horizon. Occasionally, they dart out, then return to their perches, munching a
light insec lunch. The adults are the only clearly visible phase
in the life cycle. The larvae overwinter under the soil.
Many types of ants, bees and wasps (order Hymenoptera)
make these meadows literally buzz
.--~ . . .
with excitement. My favorite is the bumble bee.
These black
and yellow jumbo Jets of the insect
world are technically (according to engineers) too
big for their
wings to carry them, but to every rule
there is an exception. You'll see bumblebees any__ ~
where flowers
are blooming, especially clover. Only the queen bee overwinters, in an
abandoned mouse den or other similar rodent burrow; all other
workers and drones in the nest die in the fall.
There are also wasps and yello\\jackets in these fields. They
have an interesting life history, and are fun to collect and
observe. But because of their ferocious sting and their ability
to attack in large numbers (as many a hapless entomologist
has discovered) it is best to observe these insects from a
distance.
Tiger swallowtail butterfly and waterstriders.
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Numerous species of
ants scuny about on the
ground in these meadows, especially in sandy
areas. Though most
people know what ants
are and what they look
like, the ants are an
enormous and complex
group of insects, about
which whole books
have been written. I
will not stir up this
nest, but will leave it
for you to discover
on your own. (This is
where your passport
- field guide - will
come in handy.)
In the meadows, don't
miss two distinct species
ofbutterflies (orderLepidoptera): the mourning cloak and
the tiger swallowtail. The mourning cloak is a brown butterfly
with a yellow, purple-spotted
band on the outer margin of its
wings. The larvae are gregarious, and feed on elm. willow
and poplar leaves. This is one
of the few butterflies that survives the winter. These butterflies are like
bears, storing up fat reserves for hibernation. The
mourning cloaks are the first butterflies to appear
in spring.
With a wingspan of six inches, the swallowtails
are some of the largest butterflies in the United
States. Named for their curiously shaped hind
wings that look like the tails on barn swallows,
swallowtails are yellow and streaked with black,
like tigers- hence the name. The larvae, called cat-

erpillars, have eyespots to ward off predators. Over
winter, swallowtail larvae form chrysalides, similar
to cocoons, which hang upside-down from
branches in trees or plants where they were
feeding. Many chrysalides are camouflaged
like dried leaves, but the careful observer
will be sure to find them. One of the most
beautiful springtime events I've witnessed was the emergence of a butterfly out of its chrysalid. I watched for
what seemed hours as the wet,
wrinkled wings dried and it flew
away.
Beetles, bugs, grasshoppers, crickets,
a n d
aphids
also live in
the meadows, with
other insects
I will leave you
to discover. One
of the Joys of entomology is finding insects you've
never seen before.
The forests in the
Skagit Valley are to
me some of the most
beautiful in the
United States and Canada. Dark moss covers the
stones and lichens hang from the trees, as in the
swamps down south. These forests hold many insects waiting for discovery. Besides the forests,
many other environments in the Skagit Valley hum
with insects. Believe me, you will want to discover
them all. 0
Thomas Noland's Interest In insects led him to specialize in entomology while completing his zoology degree .
Above. mourning cloak butterfly on thistle.
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The story of the Skagit country is one of adventure, of conservation, politics and preservation, exploration, development and conflict. The region has seen less human activity than most places, yet
even here the history is rich with human aspiration and drama ...
22 the Planet

FROM PROSPECTORS TO PARKS
THE STORY OF THE SKAGIT COUNTRY
STORY BY JOHN C. MILES

... all played against a backdrop of
exceptional beauty and the grinding forces of nature.

features of a country." The United States and England
needed to precisely determine the boundary agreed to
along the 49th parallel. Thirteen years after the Oregon
Compromise, crews from both countries, under military
supervision, began the difficult job.
Custer's main job in 1859 seems to have been mapping
topography along the border, especially to the south. As
the survey worked eastward into the very rugged mountains, he and his companions struggled through thick
vegetation and climbed summits from which to make
sightings. They ventured far down the Skagit River,
probably to the point where it enters the gorge below
Granite Creek. Custer's account of these explorations is
yet unpublished. He filed it as a report in 1866 to Archibald Campbell, U.S. Commissioner to the Northwest
Boundary Commission.
Nothing much happened after Custer came through
until 1877, when gold was found in creeks flowing into
the upper Skagit River. Extremely difficult transportation, terrible winters that destroyed mine facilities, and
insufficient concentrations of precious metals doom~d
these miners, but the lure of gold had opened the Skagit.

The Skagit country provided a rich living for its aboriginal inhabitants. Indians traveled the Skagit River hunting
and fishing and, as National Park Service archaeologist
Bob Mierendorf is discovering, moved through the high
country as well.
Mierendorf has unearthed archaeological evidence that
Indians ventured extensively into what he calls the "Near
Timberline" and "Alpine" zones of North Cascades National Park. They probably went there to hunt mountain
goats and sheep, to gather berries and to "map" the
complex landscape by looking over it from high vantage
points.
The Chilliwack and Lower Thompson Indians traveled
into the area from the north, while the Upper Skagit called
the region home. Salmon, deer, bear, waterfowl, tiger
lilies, sweet wild carrots, wild onions, camas bulbs and
berries were hunted and collected.
There is no written record of white men
in the upper Skagit before 1859, but they
The first real settlers in the upper valley came
were likely there. Off to the east, where
the Okanogan River joins the Columbia,
more to sell goods to the miners, and to run roadFort Okanogan was established in 1811
houses or them, than to till the soil.
by the Astorians, an American group
Paul Pitzer, Buildng the Skagit
which, in 1812, sold their Pacific Fur
Company to the British. Thereafter, the
British Northwest Company and then the Hudson Bay
While the prospectors were struggling with the mounCompany operated this fort. Indian trappers brought fur
tains, events elsewhere were transpiring to affect the
to the post, but fur in the North Cascades never amounted
course of Skagit country history. Beginning in the 1860's,
to much compared to other regions. Beaver pelts are
various land laws were passed to encourage settlement
prime in winter, and that was no season to be abroad in
and transfer of public land to enterprising citizens. Abuse
the Skagit country. Deep snow, avalanches and weeks of
of these laws by scheming land thieves spawned a movecontinuous storms saved the rather small beaver populament inside and outside of government to reserve parts of
tions from extensive trapping.
public lands that were of special value. An act of Congress
The Skagit country south of the 49th parallel became
in 1891 allowed the president to so reserve lands and, in
part of the United States in 1846, in what became known
1897, President Grover Cleveland established the Washas the Oregon Compromise. Late in the l 850's a gold rush
ington Forest Reserve. The American lands of the upper
to the Cariboo country of British Columbia brought prosSkagit River were part of this reserve, which was the first
pectors to the northwest. Most gold seekers were frusstep toward national forests and U.S. Forest Service
trated and eventually drifted southward, poking around
management in the region.
in streams for "color" as they came. Then, in 1859, an
Even as forest reserves were being created, so were naofficial survey of the international boundary was made, as
tional parks. Yellowstone was first in 1872. John Muir's
topographer Henry Custer explored the high country on
crusade for preservation reached its peak at this time,
both sides of the Skagit along the boundary and kept a
and a system of national parks was begun, ultimately to
journal of his adventures. Recorded history in the Skagit
reach into the North Cascades.
Mineral exploration and development of the North Cashad begun.
A topographer's task, according to Custer, was "definicades continued early in the 20th century, with little retion by mathematical instruments ... of the topographical
sult. The U.S. Forest Service was created in 1905 and
made its presence known to miners and settlers. This
Facing page: The Skagit River Hotel hosted early miners in the
agency required permits for activity on public lands, and
town of Barron. northwest of Slate Peak.
rangers checked on adherence to regulations. A few
Photo from D. Kinsey Collection. Whatcom Museum of History and Art, Bellingham, WA.
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settlers, like Glee Davis and his family, moved onto land
in the "upper valley," but life was hard.
Hydropower development began in the Skagit Canyon
in 1905, with incorporation of the Skagit Power Company. This first company failed, but planning and permitting for dams continued until, in 1918, Seattle City Light
began construction of its Gorge Creek project. A railroad
was built from Rockport to Gorge Creek, and on September 14, 1924, Seattle received its first power from the
Skagit. More dams were to be built on the river in 1930
and 1949.
Even as industrial development was proceeding on the
river, a new approach to preservation was emerging. The
expansionist National Park Service proposed creation of
parks in areas of exceptional national value - often in
national forests- but the Forest Service countered with
the idea of national forest wilderness. Foresters argued
they could preserve wild nature as well as, or better than,
the Park Service with this land "use." This led, in 1931,
to a Whatcom Primitive Area west of the Skagit
and, in 1935, to an 801,000-acre North Cas- As
cade Primitive Area. The upper Skagit region,
excluding the area where the dams were rising,
was part of this later Primitive Area.
Some thought the Forest Service was playing a public
relations game with its use of "primitive." The values of
primitiveness should be protected so far as that could be
done without unduly straining relations with lumbermen, stockmen and miners. No timber was cut in the
North Cascades Primitive Area, but grazing and mining
continued. 1he 10 western states contained 72 primitive
area in 1937. Only four excluded logging, grazing and
roads - the North Cascades Primitive Area was not one
of them.
1he National Park Service countered in 1937 by recommending an Ice Peaks National Park of more than three
million acres, which would have made it the largest
national park created to that point. Though many people
doubted Forest Service dedication to wilderness preservation, the region was not politically ready for a national
park of such scale. Though it would include mostly high,
rocky and icy terrain, Ice Peaks was seen by development
interests as a serious threat to their future. No political
support for it could be mustered, and the Second World

War put a temporary end to such ideas.
Attention returned to the region when the war ended. The
U.S. economy had expanded tremendously in the war effort, and after the war nearly two decades of pent-up
consumer demand for commodities led to an explosion of
timber and mining activity throughout the North Cascades.
At the same time, outdoor recreation by the mobile and increasingly affluent masses of the American people grew.
The stage was set for the struggle between those who
thought the greatest values in the Skagit country were economic (in the form of minerals, timber and hydroelectric
power), and those who believed the beauty and wilderness
of the region should be the preeminent values.
This struggle began in earnest in 1958, when several organizations proposed a national park in the core of the
North Cascades. After much political maneuvering, a Joint
study "of the Federal Lands in the North Cascade Mountains ofWashington to determine the management and administration of those lands that will best serve the public

the end of this centwy approaches,
thousands of people visit the upper Skagit.
interest" was begun. While the study team, with representatives from the rival agencies, gathered information, a long
political battle to create a congressionally approved National Wilderness Preservation System ended in 1964. The
Wilderness Act of 1964 set up the core of such a system, and
established procedures whereby other lands could be considered for inclusion.
This event influenced the study team, which unanimously recommended establishment of several wilderness
areas and split on a recommendation for a national park. All
of this finally came to something in 1968, when legislation
was passed creating a North Cascades National Park Complex of park and recreation areas, and a Pasayten Wilderness. The entire American portion of the upper Skagit
region was included in this legislation.
As the end of this century approaches, thousands of
people visit the upper Skagit country. The North Cascades
National Park Complex and Pasayten Wilderness are popular destinations for mountain climbers and wilderness
travelers. The North Cascades Highway, completed in
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Skirting Devil's Corner, above the Skagit River: Settler Glee Davis in background, whose family came to the Skagit from Colorado in 1890. Ruby Smith
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1972, is a much-traveled scenic drlve. The land has been allocated
mostly for outdoor recreation: just last November, Congress added
most of North Cascades National Park to the National Wilderness
Preservation System.
Herny Custer, explorer and surveyor that he was, might be
surprised that the counbyhevisited 140yearsagoremains mostly
wild and undeveloped. His survey was earned out to resolve boundary questions so settlem·ent and progress could proceed, but he
said nothing in his modest journal about his view of the future of
the virgin land he encountered in the Skagit country. 0
John C. Miles Is Dean of the Huxley College of Environmental studies at Western. His book, Koma Kulshan: The Story of Mt. Baker, was published in 1984.
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CITIZEN
SENTINELS

Passion and
perseverance once
saved the Skagit,
but this river is far
from out of the
woods
STORY BY SARA OLASON

NORTH CASCADES CONSERVATION COUNCIL

RUN OUT SKAGIT SPOILERS

To many Puget Sound residents, the North Cascades were once about as familiar as Micronesia.
This was one surprising fact I learned from Pat
Goldsworthy, chairman of the board of the
North Cascades Conservation Council, or
N3C. The bespectacled, sandy-haired
Goldsworthy said the media only became interested in the region when public
hearings about a proposed North Cascades National Park complex began to
heat up, before the park was finally established in 1968. "I remember sitting at
press tables and reporters asking,
'What's it all about? Where's the North
Cascades?'" he recalled. Then as hunters, loggers and others afraid oflosing
their activities to restrictive park regulations began to testify, a high school
history teacher even brought his class
to one session as an educational experience.
I met with Goldsworthy and N3C
president Dave Fluharty over lunch
last June, on the campus of the UniversityofWashington in Seattle. In reading about the history of North Cascades
National Park, I had discovered N3C was
a major player in the battle to preserve this rugged area. So while
boats passed on the sunlit
lake beyond the university's
South Campus Center, we discussed N3C's history in the
North Cascades, and the group's present concerns for the region.
The 70-year old Goldsworthy was already a
hiker and backpacker when he first visited the
North Cascades some 35 years ago. While admiring
this beautiful country, he was appalled at how logging had scarred it.
In the late 1950's, the U.S. Forest Service's inadequat proposal for a wilderness area
around Glacier Peak spurred
Goldsworthy's involvement and
formation. While protecting the
glaciated alpine reaches of Glacier Peak, the Fore t S rvice'

Curley Chittenden says he lost a
lot of friends when he quit his job
as supervisor of clearing operations
in the Canadian Skagit River Valley. A
logger by trade, Chittenden in 1952
took on the task of organizing and supervising crews to salvage trees from the Canadian end of the valley, which was soon to
be flooded under the rising waters of Ross
Lake. But after more than a decade of work
in the valley, Chittenden resigned - and
joined the fight to save the valley from drowning under an even higher Ross Dam reservoir.
"It took me a long time to change over, but I
jumped in with both feet when it looked like help
was coming to save the valley," he recalls. That
help came from Washington state environmentalists and British Columbians who opposed the
city of Seattle's proposal to raise Ross Dam 120
feet, a project that would have flooded thousands of acres of the Canadian Skagit Valley.
Speaking from his west Vancouver home, Chittenden says he had his own reasons for joining
the opposition. One was the drowned animals he
saw while collecting rubbish that floated up
Ross Lake toward British Columbia, during the
initial inundation of the valley. Chittenden
also was facing "a lot of flack" from fishermen
and other visitors who didn't like changes they
saw in the once-pristine valley.
"I looked at how electricity was being used,
and I decided [the High Ross proposal]
wasn't the right thing to be doing." He
donated his knowledge of the Skagit and
his political contacts to the Run Out
Skagit Spoilers (ROSS) Committee, formally established in 1969 as a coalition
of a dozen British Columbian environmental groups opposed to the High Ross
project.
In speaking to other ROSS Committee
members, and in reading the group's
1981 publication, A Citizen's Guide to the
Upper Skagit, I discovered an amazing story
of human determination that ended in
success. But while the High Ross proposal is
dead (at least for practical purposes), I also
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ROSS
proposal excluded the lowland, forested valleys
from the wilderness - a classic example of "recreation on the rocks." N3C held its first meetings
in 1957, and its membership grew as the group
fought for a complete Glacier Peak Wilderness,
and for the establishment of a national park in
the North Cascades.
Goldsworthy was vice-president, then long-time
president, and helped compile N3C's fiery newsletters, now called The Wild Cascades.
Fluharty, 43, honed his outdoor skills as a
Boy Scout. Later, his interest in natural resource management drew him to N3C, and the
group quickly recruited him to a work party,
helping put together The Wild Cascades newsletter. Despite support from such famed Northwest personalities as author Harvey Manning
and Senator Henry M. Jackson, N3C and other
conservationists faced tough opposition in promoting wilderness and park designations. One
common argument against them was that park
and wilderness preservation would reserve the
North Cascades for a few, elite hikers, certainly
not the "multiple-use" mandate the Forest
Service claimed to uphold. Years of perseverance
finally pushed a modified national park bill
through Congress in
1968 - but the battle
was far from over.
In its 30-year history
of conflict and compromise with the agencies
that manage the North
Cascades, N3C fought
perhaps its most
public baUle with
Seattle City Light in
the l 970's, when the
Dave Fluharty, now a senior
utility planned to raise
research associate at the
Ross Dam 120 feet to
University of Washington's
provide more power to
lnst~ute for Marine Studies.
Seattle. The dam
addition would have
"Where the water is,
flooded thousands of
when, affects what
acres of deer habitat in
you see as well as
Canada, as well as
what you can do on
ancient cedar forests
Ross Lake."
in Big Beaver Valley.
..We weren't even
gnats or mosquitoes as far as [Seattle City Light]
was concerned," Goldsworthy recalled. N3C's
lawsuit against the utility was the finger in the
dike that stalled the project until 8.C. environmentalists and the Canadian government negotiated with the city of Seattle and the U.S. government to stop it. The utility now has an environmental affairs division, and seems much more
willing to consider the ecological consequences
of its Skagit hydroelectric projects. During the

learned ROSS Committee members are today far
from silent about the fate of the Skagit Valley.
ROSS Committee member and former coordinator
Thomas Perry Jr., today a B.C. physician and legislator, attributes the defeat of the High Ross proposal to grassroots
support ...In my view, we won the
issue not because the environmental merits were overwhelming they were," he said in a telephone
conversation from his Vancouver,
B.C. office. "As one of my former
professors said, -You don't store
water in a saucer, you store it in a
teacup.' The Skagit Valley is a
saucer, which would require a
large draw-down and extensive
mudflats for only a modest power
increase." But it was the outcry Retired logger Curley Chittenfrom thousands of individuals on den remains an active
both sides of the international advocate of preserving the
border that made further flooding Skagit Valley.
of the Skagit Valley a political impossibility, Perry believes. "Thefzghtfor that
While reading the Citizen's valley never ends."
Guide, I wondered why Canadian
opposition to High Ross surfaced
so late. After all, the High Ross proposal had been rattling
around for decades before the ROSS Committee formed in
1969. I expected Canadians would have joined their United
States peers in opposing the flooding earlier in the game.
Perry was quick to point out that many British Columbians,
like their neighbors in Washington, had never seen the
Skagit Valley - not surprising since even logging roads did
not dare wander into this wild region until the 1940's. With
the main logging route, the Silver-Skagit Road, not even
shown on some maps, the valley was known mostly
to deer, bears and a few intrepid human explorers.
"You probably could have driven by the Skagit Valley on
the highway and not even known it was there."
Since J.D. Ross began dreaming in the early 1900's of a
system of hydroelectric dams on the Skagit, the High Ross
proposal remained, for most Canadians, as obscure as the
green depths of the Skagit Valley. In 1942, the International
Joint Commission ruled that Seattle might raise the dam
with proper compensation to British Columbia for the
flooded land. But as the Citizen's Guide notes,
the decision was made in a hurry, and few
Canadians even knew of the ruling. After nearly 30 years
of stalling, the provincial government agreed in 1967 to
accept $35,000 annual "rent" for the flooded land. But the
provincial government was not eager to publicize the agreement, recalls Perry. Notice was probably .. gazetted," or
published in a government document, but few outside government circles knew about it. ..We heard of it purely by
accident. because people in Washington were protesting."
But in 1969, there was no room for regret. The North Cascades Conservation Council was protesting High Ross before
meetings of the Seattle City Council, and the ROSS Committee was organizing in the west Vancouver living room of
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week I met with them, Fluharty and Goldsworthy
were busy attending day-long meetings with Seattle
City Light officials, as the utility prepares to submit
a relicensing proposal to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission for its
Skagit projects. They hope
N3C's voluntary involvement in the pre-submittal
process will help convince
the utility to make its operations compatible with
healthy fisheries, wildlife
habitat, recreation and
scenic beauty, as well as
with power production.
Today, N3C's concerns
Patrick Goldsworthy is a
extend beyond the dams,
research associate professor
to include issues such as
of rheumatology at the Unidevelopment in the
versity of Washington's
Canadian end of the Skagit
School of Medicine.
Valley- a concern I
"The struggle to create
shared after visiting the
a park made the press north shore of Ross Lake
more sensitive to the
last summer. Only one
environment."
road reaches the lake
shore: the 40 mile-long.
gravelly Silver-Skagit Road, whose washboard-like
surface gave us a bone-rattling ride. The difficult
access doesn't deter serious fishing parties, whose
RV's fill the lakeshore area known as 'Winnebago
Flats" during fishing season. But the rough road has
so far preserved the valley from over-use, as we
found when we hiked a few miles above the Flats, to
lovely Hozameen Lake where only a loon's lonely call
broke the stillness.
But this situation may soon change, if the B.C.
Ministry of Transportation pursues its plan to pave
the road surface. Louise Graham, public information
officer for this agency, told me it has not set a date
for the paving, but she noted increasing traffic
volume is one of the primary considerations when
deciding whether to pave a road. The Silver-Skagit
Road could soon meet this criterion. As one of the
last pristine river valleys in southern British
Columbia, the Skagit is an increasingly popularand threatened - recreation spot .Jim Johnston of
the state Department of Wildlife's Fisheries
Management Division, who completed a study of the
fishery last spring, told me the lake's naturally
reproducing fish population is already suffering from
overfishing.
Parks officials I spoke to on both sides of the
border oppose the road paving, but how much
weight their opinions will have is uncertain. The U.S.
Park Service should act now to restrict the size and
number of boats on the lake, before easier access
changes the pristine character of the valley. Fluharty
concluded.
In the long run. N3C wants North Cascades
National Park to be expanded. For example, portions
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liberal legislator David Brousson. Political
support also came from John Fraser, former
Minister of the Environment and today
speaker of the House of Commons at Ottawa, who wrote the forward to the Citizen's
Guide. In 1972, the New Democratic Party
came into power, wielding a policy against
High Ross; two years later, the provincial
government established the Skagit Valley
Recreation Area as proof it intended to save
the valley for citizen enjoyment. Today,
rising interest in mining the Skagit Valley,
not the threat of rising water, is the
committee's top concern. Says ROSS
spokesman Ken Farquharson, a Vancouver
engineer, ROSS advocates placing the entire
Skagit Valley Recreation Area (with the exception of two creek drainages that have
many established claims) under provincial
park status immediately,
where mining is prohibited. The committee
hopes the provincial government
will eventually purchase the existing claims,
none of which are now actively mined.
Perhaps Chittenden's devotion to the Skagit
Valley should not have surprised me. His
grandfather, Newton H. Chittenden, who
was a school principal. lawyer and member
of Lincoln's army, wrote of his experiences
traveling through the region I 00 years ago.
Chittenden has reprinted two volumes of his
grandfather's journals, which include descriptions of the plants and animals he saw
along the way. I was thrilled to learn the
beautiful subalpine Chittenden Meadows
near the north end of Ross Lake where I
walked last summer are, in fact, named after
Curley Chittenden. "I wouldn't let them cut
the pine trees there, or dump oil from their
cats on the meadow," he recalls. "They used
to say, ' Don't mess with Chittenden's
meadow, or he'll can you."'O
The Run Out Skagit Spoilers (ROSS) Committee Is a
coalition of British Columbian environmental groups
concerned w ith preserving the Skagit River Valley.
Member organizations Include the Federation of
B.C . Naturalists. the British Columbia Wildlife Federation. and others. Information about ROSS may be obtained by writing to 150 24th St .. Apt. 308, West Vancouver. B.C .• V7V 4G8 .
As watchdog for the entire North Cascades. N3C

seeks to protect this region from the Columbia River
north to Canada . Its supporters are primarily Washington residents. but N3C membership extends nationwide.
Annual N3C membership fees Include a subscription to The Wild Cascades newsletter. and are $5 for
students. $10 regular. and $15 per family. Contact
the North Cascades Conservation Council at P.O.
Box 45098. University Station. Seattle. WA 98145-0098.

N3C
of Bacon, Noisy and Diobsud
Creek Valleys, as well as
parts of the Cascade and
Baker River Valleys presently
outside park boundaries,
belong inside the park where
their scenic, recreational and
wildlife values will be protected.
I asked Goldsworthy how
much land the park should
eventually include. He responded that the quality, not
quantity, of park land will
determine when a complete
ecosystem is preserved. He
admitted that a larger park is a
long-term goal, which future generations of environmentalists will
pursue. "Once the park was
created, we didn't have the best
situation - we had a compromise," he concluded. "We have
to keep the pressure up." 0

Deer still wander these meadows near the north end of Ross Lake - thanks to devoted citizens on both sides of the border. who saved the Canadian Skagit River
Valley from drowning.
Photograph by Thomas Noland.

Sara Olason studies environmental journalism at Western.

This special issue of the Planet is one of many projects that help
accomplish the goals of the Skagit Environmental Endowment
Commission (SEEC). Formed as part of the 1984 High Ross Treaty
between the Untted States and Canada, the endowment fund
supports projects that promote wilderness preservation and enhancement of recreational opportunities in the upper Skagit watershed. The City of Seattle and British Columbia together contributed
$5 million U.S. to the original fund, wtth interest and additional
payments based on power purchases.

Though SEEC does not itself manage any land, it works with managing agencies
on both sides of the border. The eight commissioners, four from each country, are appointed by the Premier of Brttish Columbia and the Mayor of Seattle. They meet
several times each year, both to review project proposals and to monitor developments in the valley.
Today, visttors to the upper Skagit Valley will see many SEEC-funded projects,
such as the Happy Creek Trail, a boardwalk trail through lush old-growth forest that
is accessible to wheelchair users, interpretive signs describing the flora and fauna of
the upper Skagit, and new campsites near the north end of Ross Lake, in British
Columbia. Behind-the-scenes projects, such
as wildlife and botanical research and fishing
studies, are also supported by SEEC funds.
LOCATION OF S.E.E.C. STUDY AREA
The Planet gratefully acknowledges SEEC's
financial assistance for this fall issue. For more
information on the commission or its projects,
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